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When it comes to choose any one out of the two similar quality contenders i.e. Nokia Lumia 800 &
Blackberry 9380 Curve, nothing can be more complicated than this task. But to make this job bit
easy, we are going to provide some useful info about the characteristics of both these smart
phones. You can feel free to buy pay monthly deals of these smartphones available on various
networks.

Itâ€™s time to compare Nokia Lumia 800 VS Blackberry 9380 Curve Pay Monthly Deals

If your focus is on weight of the device, Nokia Lumia 800 does comprise 142 grams, while
BlackBerry Curve 9380 is only of 98 grams. AMOLED capacitive touchscreen display of 3.7 inches
(~252 ppi pixel density) with 16 Million colors, 480 x 800 pixels resolution, Touch-sensitive controls,
Corning Gorilla Glass and Nokia ClearBlack display can be your choice if you buy Nokia Lumia 800
Pay monthly deals. In comparison of this, Blackberry 9380 Curveâ€™s users will be impressed by
seeing the performance of 3.2 inches (~188 ppi pixel density) TFT capacitive touchscreen equipped
with 360 x 480 pixels resolution and Optical trackpad.

If you compare Nokia Lumia 800 and Blackberry 9380 Curve in term of memory, obviously
Blackberryâ€™s device is playing the lead role due to having 512 MB storage, 512 MB RAM with up to
32GB external memory support, whereas its competitor is blessed only with 16 GB storage inbuilt
space with 512 MB RAM.

Moving next to storage space, SMS (threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Email and IM services will
lure the users similarly of both phones. If someone is planning to buy the monthly contracts of any of
these, A GPS Navigation feature will catch the attention in similar way, but Nokia Maps & Bing Maps
can be found additionally only in Nokia Lumia 800 deals.

The pay monthly offer is making the purchase of Nokia Lumia 800 deals & Blackberry 9380 Curve
deals more attractive. Along with Bluetooth, Micro USB, GPRS & EDGE techniques, users can also
get advantage of Wi-FiÂ® and 3G HSDPA/HSUPA. The smartphone of BlackBerry permits you only
to view documents, whereas Nokiaâ€™s one is bringing along Document viewer/editor facility.

The pay monthly offer lets you have Windows Phone 7.5 Mango Operating System powered Nokia
Lumia 800 and BlackBerry OS 7.0 featured BlackBerry Curve 9380. If you are a social networking
fan, here it is a good news for you that both of these rivals are Social Network Compatible.

After buying Nokia Lumia 800 on monthly contracts, 8 MP camera will fulfill all your photography
related expectations. It is actually going to be proved something as never before. On the other hand,
BlackBerry Curve 9380 deals are available to serve the users with 5 MP camera.
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